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Securityhunter, Inc., located in Baltimore, Maryland, lands 10 year GSA agreement to offer IT services
through the Federal Supply Schedule – Schedule 70
Securityhunter, Inc., a nationally ranked provider of electronic and
logical security to the federal government, has been awarded a
Schedule 70 GSA contract to offer IT services to federal and state
governments. Securityhunter, a GSA Schedule 84 since 1999, used
that contract to land over $200,000,000 in federal awards over the
past 7 years alone. With the convergence of IT logical security and
physical security technologies, Securityhunter will be able to
maintain its growth rate in the coming years by further expanding
into the IT marketplace.
"We have over $500,000,000 in contract vehicles that we can use to move our IT contracts for the next five
years" says Michael S. Rogers, CEO and Founder. "Our clients that currently rely on us for providing
security services, are now able to reach us at a lower price point as we negotiated discounts to federal
agencies that use the GSA schedule."
"We have been growing steadily through organic growth - up 40x in just four years. Major contracts are
coming on line now and this GSA Schedule will allow us to meet our goal of $80,000,000 in sales for 2016"
says Amanda Wasey

About Securityhunter, Inc.:
Founded in 1988, Securityhunter targets security solutions which support a wide range of government
security initiatives. Securityhunter manufactures, designs, installs and maintains electronic and
information security countermeasure systems for government facilities. Securityhunter offers professional
security support services, and assists U.S. federal, state and local agencies with assessments and
management of security tasks for mission critical CONUS and OCONUS operations.
For information please contact sales@securityhunter.com
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